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.ã,LL PERSONNEL HTT AND RUN COLLTSTONS

This is an unchanged operaÈing Procedure.

I. PURPOSE

To establish a unÍfo:m policy for the investigation and
documentation of hit, and run collisions occurrinq in National
city.

rI. POLICY

In compliance with O.P. 019, alt hit and run collisions coming
to the attention of this Department will either be
investigated or reported.

A. PaÈrol units or Police Services officers may investj-gate
or report hit and run coLlisions involving property
damage only or minor injury;

B. Hit and run colLisions are lnvestigated or reported per
the guideLines in SwfTRS and the Department Collision
Investigation Manual.

1. Hit and run collisions involving SEVERE INJIIRY, âs
described by SWITRS (4.I2.4b), EXTENSIVE PROPERTY
D.AI{AGE or DAT'Í.â,GE Èo CITY PROPERTY should be
invest,igated by a patrol officer trained in
collision investigation ;

2. Hit, and run collisions involving DEATH or hit and
run colLisions where DEATH SEEMS IMMINENT shalI be
invesÈigated by the Department Traffic
fnvestigator, (See o.p. Il-7) ¡

Lengthy hit and run follow-up work will be
conpleted by the Traffic Bureau. ÀI1 officers
conducting initial hit and run investigations will
conduct as thorough an investigation as possible
and are encouraged to follow-up leads as best they
can r'

Physicaì- evidence, including the impoundment of hit
and run suspect vehicles, when possible, greatly
aids the follow-up investigator,'

5. Property damage onlv hit and run collisions may be
reported on CHP Form 555-03 (short for:n) when:

?

4.
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a. No rnore than two vehicles are involved;

b. There are æ injuriesr'

c. There are !.g v¡itnesses to the collision;

d. There j-s no physical e'¡idence,' and,

e. There is virtually no possj-bility of arresÈ or
prosecution.

6. No hit and run worksheet is necessary when
reporting hit and run collisions on short f o¡ms.


